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Manager and Software Authority John S. Welch on ExoTech 

John Welch, born 1952, has wide experience in computer programming, 

manufacturing, construction, machining, 3D printing, accounting/finance, 

equity and FOREX trading. He was the owner of groundbreaking 

CornerStone Software from 1991 to 2006. John has also been VP of 

Development for American Data Resources and for Deluxe Data 

Resources, a division of Deluxe Check Printing. John routinely created 

other groundbreaking advances such as creating a GUI in DOS before GUIs 

existed elsewhere and reducing mainframe processing time on extremely 

large datasets (from three months to under a week in one case). He 

compressed demographics into 16-bit records to fit on 1GB drive PCs with nearly instantaneous access 

and designed and oversaw the creation of an early Windows data analysis and selection direct mail 

marketing system that competitors were unable to copy. He created Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

integrations and standalone single trader professional real-time trading systems.  

Looking for new challenges, John spent years in senior executive positions in several non-profit 

organizations – with spectacular results. A proven inventor, he recently created an invention that keeps 

swimming pools free of algae at virtually no cost and others that doubled the speed of a well-known 

brand of 3D printers. Widely read in many fields, one of his keenest interests is Artificial Intelligence 

(AI). After an in-depth review of the ExoTech Confidential Technical Briefing, John concluded: 

“An ExoTech system will be able to run a company or country;  

it will ultimately make all other software obsolete and will,  

in fact, dictate the architecture of future hardware.” 

“I see ExoTech as a company to be helped and one you need to be interested in. Peter Warren  

started ExoTech some time ago and has been expanding its technical prowess ever since. I got a full 

briefing about ExoTech and his ExoBrains over live video. I duplicated the enormity of Peter’s 

achievement to bring human thinking to a computer. His tech is light years beyond what Google, et al., 

are doing with AI.  

“My first review of his tech impressed me more than any other software tech I have been exposed to. If 

you watch the demo, do not be deceived by the simplicity of what is being demonstrated. I forewarn you 

not to dismiss it as tech you have seen before. His demos are showing a remarkably new technology that 

has no parallel. In fact, the first time I simply watched a demo, I started coding – in my mind – how to 

achieve the same results and started thinking that he had nothing new. Boy was I ever wrong. When he 

did the live demo, he showed me the under-the-hood logic, and I was blown away. 
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“I urge you to take a close look at his technology and see if there is something here that interests and 

engages you. If you have a brilliant background in software and management, you will be more than 

simply impressed. My own take is that the implications for the deployment of ExoBrains is a computing 

breakthrough of such significance that it will ultimately make all other software obsolete and will, in 

fact, dictate the architecture of future hardware. And I speak from wide experience. 

“In my opinion, an ExoTech system will be able to literally run a company or a country due to its ability 

to set goals and handle situations based on current conditions as well as past experience. I urge you to 

look into it.” – John S. Welch 

 

Find out John’s take on ExoIntelligence vs Artificial Intelligence 

Overview: The ExoTech Business Plan Executive Summary  

including Video & Demo links 
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